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The Saturday Studios is a new exciting
project developed by The Dock which brings
together three artists working with children
aged 6 to 12 years online for 8 weeks.

The project took place from early Jan to late
March 2021 with the amazing artists David
Smith, Stephanie Pawula and Wayne O

Connor.

The workshops were divided into two age
groups, which saw six workshops happening
each week online. The three artists covered
different areas of interest including painting,
music, storytelling and digital drawing.

Attendance each week was at full capacity
for the 8 weeks, which speaks of the high
standard and engagement that the artists
and children achieved. This is even more
impressive when you think that we could not
work in person together in The Dock.

The children’s work in this book really shows
us all the enjoyment, fun and new creative
skills that they learned as part of Wayne O

Connor project.

Enjoy this visual journey the children and
artist Wayne O Connor created for you all.

-Laura Mahon, Visual Arts and Education
Officer, The Dock

The Artists:William, Cara, Cora, Donagh, Réiltín,
Luaithe, Noah, Theresa, Matilda, Connor, Valerie,
Valentina, Conor, Fionn, Justina, Emily, Molly, Oisin,
Martha-Kate, Senan, Emily-Anne



WEEK ONE

In the first week, the group created their own maps of their worlds of adventure. The idea was
to create a map and locations that might inspire the later sections. The children were asked to
illustrate their map with drawings of creatures, characters and places of adventure.
Words were to be important too, so selecting exciting or intriguing place names would further
add to the story element in these maps. Adding in colour, compass roses, frayed map edges
and patterns were further additional elements.

MAPS





“Every place has a history. How it came to be named, why it
exists and what events occured there. From all this, stories can

be found that might be worth exploring further... ”





WEEK TWO

Every world has its heroes.
And every hero has a story. Sometimes just taking a minute to imagine who your character
is and what their story might be is enough to create great designs. As you think of a story,
you think of visual clues you can give to help tell a viewer that story in your picture.
The story and the heroes background can help decide what a hero wears, a pose and
expression might convey their personality and a particular object they hold might tell us
even more about them.

HEROES



“Art is a language. Your tools and
mediums are your “words” through which

to communicate an idea or theme.”







WEEK THREE

Where there is good, there can be bad too. So having designed heroes, we now looked toward
designing the bad guys. The approach is generally similar, thinking of who your character is
and their role and this in turn leads to ideas for their visual design.
We associate certain shapes with a certain emotional response. In villians you tend to see a
lot of sharp angles because it is associated with unpredicatable and edgy visuals. So expect
to see more long nails, sharp teeth, pointy armour and spikes!

VILLIANS







“Everyone likes
drawing villians.
Misguided or just
plain evil, they are

always fun to design
and draw.”



WEEK FOUR

Monsters. They haunt our nightmares and our stories...
And they are fantastic fun to draw! Imagining how they look, how they hunt, what they eat. In
this week we looked at monsters and getting inspiration from nature and the animal world. I
think you can see that they came up with a variety of truly scary creations!

MONSTERS







“Monsters can come in all shapes and
sizes and looking at our own natural

world for ideas can be a great source of
inspiration. The Dragon combines

elements of a lizard or dinosaur with
elements of a bird or bat”



WEEK FIVE

The Coat of Arms comes from the medieval art of Heraldry. So in fantasy stories, which
borrow from that period greatly, they occur a lot. In this week we looked at how we could
design a Coat of Arms that reflected aspects of the person, nation or army it represented.
Choosing colors and symbols that communicate the character of the owner.

COAT OF ARMS





Week Six

In fantasy settings there can be magical and extraordinary locations. In this lesson the idea
was to create a landscape drawing of one of the locations from each childs World of
Adventure. We looked at some of the basic rules of drawing landscapes and also the idea that
a landscape can be more than just background.
It can also tell a story and create an atmosphere to reflect the area depicted. Inspiration for
fictional locations can be inspired by real locations and indeed that inspiration can root your
fantasy world in reality making it easier to connect with a viewer.

LANDSCAPES





“In a fictional world, anything is
possible. Troll caves, lakes of fire,
volcanoes and magical towers. The

imagination has no limits.”





Week 7

In the final practical session of the course, the children were asked to select a particular scene
that reflected a story from the previous weeks. They were asked to try to use characters or
locations from the previous sessions and place them in an image that was part of their story.

STORY ILLUSTRATIONS







“Throughout the project the kids worked in a variety of
mediums. Pencil, Markers, paints and even digital were all

employed.”





“Storytelling is a fundamental aspect of our make up. When we
recount our days events, tell a joke, read a book or watch a film
we are acknowledging the importance of storytelling in all its

forms.”



Wayne O Connor is an Illustrator from Sligo, Ireland.
He draws influence from a variety of sources

including Mythology, Folklore, Film, TV and Games.
www.facebook.com/WayneOConnorillustration

https://druakim.artstation.com/
@ Druakim

A huge well done to all the children who took part in this workshop
series. Because it was being delivered online, this project required a
lot more self motivation by the children to tackle the various themes
and you all rose to the challenge. This booklet only represents a

portion of the work you all created and I want to say thank you for
the response. Colorful places, valiant heroes, nefarious villains and
terrifying monsters sprung from your imaginations and i hope you
enjoyed the process. A huge thank you to Laura and The Dock for
inviting me to be your guide through your worlds of adventure. I

hope we might journey there again sometime!

-Wayne O Connor
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